
MAT 132 Review

In each of the cases below, decide which 
method apply.  Evaluate 32. Chapter 5

Hints Chapter 5
(x+10-10)/(x+10)

=0, odd function
f(-x)=-f(x)

parts, “remove ln”

partial fractions

parts, twice

parts

change of variable u=2t+1

change of variable cos(x)=u

change of variable u=x^2

Table of Indefinite Integrals

a !1

Techniques of integration
! Properties of functions (Odd, even) 

! Properties of integrals

• Example: ∫(f(x)+g(x))dx=∫f(x)dx+∫g(x)dx  (trial an error)

! Tables of integrals  (always works)

! Rewrite

• Example: Partial fractions (always works)

• Example: trigonometric identities (trial an error)

! Parts:  (trial an error)

! Substitution  (trial an error)

• Example: Trigonometric substitution.



Techniques of integration
! Properties of functions (Odd, even)

! Rewrite

• Partial fractions: When there is a quotient of polynomials.

• Trigonometric identities (cos2 x +sin2 x =1, cos and sin of 
double angle): Example: to find ∫cosn x dx (n odd or even)

! Parts: (to “remove” integer powers of x or functions which do not 
appear as integrand in the table) Example ∫ln(x)dx, ∫xexdx,!∫x cos(x) 
dx.

! Substitution 

• Example: Trigonometric substitution. The integrand contains an 
expression of the form (a2-x2)" ,(a2+x2)" ,(x2-a2)"  where a is a 
positive number. 

Chapter 6

(use  that water
weights 62.5 lb/ft3)

Chapter 6
Recall

disk, washer, 
shells

In work by a 
variable force 

problems, recall 
“divide and 
conquer”

Chapter 7, 8
and solve the IVP with y(0)=1

Mixing problems key point: 
Q(t)=amount of salt (or other) 
in the tank at time t.
Model rate of change of Q(t)

Examples to remember:



Series Strategies.
! If {an}does not converge to 0 when n →!, then ∑ an diverges.
! Recall convergence of p-series and geometric series. 
! If the series has a form that is similar to a p-series or a 

geometric series, then try the comparison tests. (Recall that the 
comparison tests apply only to series with positive terms.)

! Series that involve factorials or other products (including a 
constant raised to the n-th power) are often conveniently tested 
using the ratio test. (Note the ratio test does not work with the 
p-series)

! If the series is alternating, an >0, an " an+1  , and an #0 when 
n#$) 

! If an = f (n),  f(x)>0 for all x "1, f is continuous, and 
decreasing and the integral #f(x) dx is easily evaluated, then try 
the integral test.

The number R in (iii) is called the radius of convergence of the 
power series. 

By convention, R=0 in (i) and R=! in (ii)

The interval of convergence is the set of all values of x for 
which the power series converges. 

There are four possibilities for a power series centered at a.
(a-R,a+R)

[a-R,a+R)

(a-R,a+R]
[a-R,a+R] 17



Chapter 8


